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Respect and support are the building blocks in the life of artist Kevin Pee-Ace.  They are also the 
principles which guide his work as a professional artist. When he speaks, these two subjects arise again 
and again:  respect for other people – family, friends and the community – and support, both that which 
he gives to others as well as the support he receives in return. 

Born in Kelvington, Saskatchewan, Pee-Ace is a member of the Yellow Quill First Nation. Growing up, his 
family played a key role in his development, both as a person and as an artist. “From my grandmother, 
Delvina Keewistep, I learned a lot about my culture and gained a great respect for it,” explains Pee-Ace. 
“When I went to visit her years ago she showed me a horse saddle entirely covered in beadwork that 
had taken her all winter to make.” Upon returning home, Pee-Ace began exploring with some of the 
themes he saw in her work, such as the flowers. This eventually led to the floral motif style that 
dominates his current works. “The bold use of colours and black borders serves as a window, offering an 
insight into the culture,” says Pee-Ace. “The flowers themselves represent First Nations culture. I paint 
people sitting or standing on the flowers to show how every individual is supported by their culture.”

Pee-Ace was raised by his late mother, Ann Whitehead. “My mother was the most influential person in 
my life,” states the artist. Pee-Ace’s great love and respect for his mother and all mothers is evident in his
work, which frequently depicts a mother holding a child.  This shows the huge amount of support that 
children receive from their mothers, who in turn draw strength from their culture and its traditions. “The
children in my paintings are reaching for stars. The stars represent their goals. The mothers and flowers 
show that the support of family and culture are necessary in order for a child to achieve their dreams,” 
explains Pee-Ace.

Pee-Ace’s uncle Jerry Whitehead is also an artist, and his use of strong, brilliant colours has made a big 
impact on his nephew’s work. “I use bright, vibrant colours in my paintings to exude a positive, hopeful 
tone,” says Pee-Ace. “Sometimes people mistake my uncle’s work for mine because of our similar use of 
colour.”

As an adult, Pee-Ace has drawn incredible support from his wife, Vicki Head, and their three children, 
Dawn, Eve and Raymond, and new grandson, Daniel. “My family is very important to me.  They give me 
direction and purpose. There was a time years ago when I wasn’t receiving any calls for my work. As this 
began to stretch from days to weeks to months, I began to question myself and my decision to be a 
professional artist. That seed of doubt grew until one day my wife reminded me that there was a reason I
chose to do what I do.”  Things changed for the better soon after. “My wife has always been there for 
me, and has complete faith in me and my work. She is a constant source of strength and energy.” 

As a professional artist, Pee-Ace makes his living both my selling his paintings and by teaching. He can 
frequently be found in schools across the province instructing,creating murals, and working on class 
projects. Pee-Ace considers working with students to be both an honour and a blessing. “Art was an 
integral part of how I learned when I was in school.  It enabled me to freely express myself,” he explains. 



“We must learn to cultivate the creative part in all of us, to tap into our feelings and emotions and to 
release it through our artistic endeavours. Working and teaching the children is a great learning 
experience, when I get the calls to work at schools, I am honored and humbled to work with them . I 
care about being an influence in the students’ lives. I want to show them the value of how creating art, 
in all its forms, is essential to our basic understanding of our environment and each other. To 
demonstrate how art could enlighten and enhance cultures, communities and its abilities to bridge 
awareness on a variety of social issues”. He enjoys having a positive impact on the lives of children.

Pee-Ace himself went to residential school at Gordon’s and later St. Michael’s before moving to Mission, 
BC, with his mother at the age of 12. There, he attended high school and later completed a two-year fine
arts program at University College of Fraser Valley, before returning to Saskatchewan as an adult.

Since then, the 42-year-old artist has experienced great joy in creating his breathtakingly beautiful works
of art, which can be found gracing the halls of both the University of Saskatchewan and the Royal 
University Hospital in Saskatoon as well as in many other public and private collections. 

Anyone interested in commissioning a painting or hiring Pee-Ace to teach art at their school should 
contact him at klpeeace@msn.com. 
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